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Abstract 
The success rate of authorship attribution by multivariate analysis of most-frequent-word 
frequencies is studied in a 1000-novel corpus of Polish literary works from the late 18th 
to the early 21st century. The results are examined for possible influences of the number 
of authors and/or the number of texts to be attributed. Also, the success rates achieved in 
this study are compared to those obtained in earlier studies for smaller corpora, too small 
perhaps to produce regular patterns. This study shows that text sets of this size confirm 
the intuitive predictions as to those influences: 1) the more authors, the less successful at-
tribution; 2) for the same number of authors, the number of texts to be attributed does not 
influence success rate.
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Streszczenie
W artykule zbadano skuteczność atrybucji autorskiej opartej na wielowymiarowej analizie 
najczęstszych słów w korpusie 1000 powieści polskich napisanych między końcem XVIII 
i początkiem XXI wieku. Oceniono wpływ liczby autorów i/lub tekstów na uzyskane wyni-
ki. Porównano skuteczność atrybucji w niniejszej pracy z wynikami uzyskanymi we wcześ-
niejszych opracowaniach wykorzystujących mniejsze korpusy – a więc te, które mogły nie 
wykazywać regularnych prawidłowości pod tym względem. Wykazano, że w dużych kolek-
cjach tekstów sprawdzają się intuicyjne przypuszczenia: 1) im więcej autorów, tym trudniej 
o skuteczną atrybucję; 2) przy tej samej liczbie autorów liczba tekstów nie ma wpływu na 
skuteczność atrybucji.
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For all the progress in information-from-language retrieval, it still largely re-
lies on the “bag-of-words” assumption:
Texts (e.g. queries and documents) are represented as unordered sets of terms. This 
means that any notion of term ordering is lost. For example, under this representation, 
the texts the bear ate the human and the human ate the bear are identical. However, 
these pieces of text clearly have different meanings. While this is an overly simplistic 
representation, very few have been able to develop non-bag of words retrieval mod-
els that are consistently and significantly better than the state-of-the-art bag of words 
models. (Metzler 2011: 3)
Not only term ordering is thus ignored; grammar, in a broad sense, is left out 
of the picture too, especially when information retrieval – and this is also true 
of reading novels, not just trawling the Internet – is focused on “meaningful” 
words, e.g. in various Web search engines. And while Google has been using 
a set of “stop-words” that are ignored in its queries: the most common words 
such as modals, prepositions or pronouns, it is exactly that manner of words 
that has been serving quite well in “non-traditional”, or quantitative, authorial 
attribution in the case of material where meanings are usually supposed to 
reside in deeper linguistic structures than mere words: literature, belles lettres, 
artistic writing. 
There is a visible epistemological gap between the “insignificant” feature 
that is most-frequent-word usage and the overall effect it seems to have in 
authorial style, if it is style that is reflected in that usage, as most stylometrists 
seem to assume. Explanations of this phenomenon have been metaphorical 
rather than satisfactory. Anthony Kenny speaks of a “stylistic fingerprint,” 
which
… would be a feature of an author’s style − a combination perhaps of very humble 
features such as the frequency of such as − no less unique to him that a bodily finger-
print is. Being a trivial and humble feature of style would be no objection to its use for 
identification purposes: the whorls and loops at the ends of our fingers are not valuable 
or striking parts of our bodily appearance. (Kenny 1982: 12)
While a later paper co-authored by John Burrows, one of the crucial exponents 
of this new stylometric mode of literary research (Burrows 1987), goes a little 
further than that, the explanation is anything but explanatory:
The possibility of using frequency patterns of very common words rests upon the 
fact that words do not function as discrete entities. Since they gain their full meaning 
through the different sorts of relationship they form with each other, they can be seen 
as markers of those relationships and. accordingly, of everything that those relation-
ships entail. Thus, where the most common prepositions occur more often than usual, 
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an abundance of prepositional phrases will usually mark a descriptive or reflective ten-
dency in the writing. Where they are few, it is usually because the action is taking place 
upon a barer stage. … Other words than these have important stylistic implications of 
many other kinds. (McKenna et al. 1999: 152)
Although the above sources identify the question before the turn of the 
century, little has been done since to provide an definite answer. In a paper 
published quite recently in this journal, Maciej Eder has presented an exten-
sive survey of the findings in stylometry and non-traditional authorship at-
tribution in its evolutionary line from Mosteller and Wallace, through Baayen, 
Burrows, Hoover, Juola and Craig; major Polish contributions to the field in-
clude Pawłowski’s work on the authorship of Romain Gary (Pawłowski 2003). 
In the above-mentioned paper that builds on that research, Eder presented 
numerous examples of how authorship attribution is best served by count-
ing very simple lexical features of texts, such as most frequent single word or 
word n-gram frequencies (Eder 2011). What is more, even more recent stud-
ies seems to suggest that the authorial signal is more visible in frequencies 
of single words than in any syntax-based quantitative approaches – in word 
choice, then, rather than in sentence structure (Górski et al. 2014). All this may 
seem to some (literary rather than linguistic) scholars quite anti-intuitive: why 
should the difference between authorial voices be best discernible in the most 
frequent words – words that, according to all three Zipfian laws, are also short-
est and least “meaningful”? The problem might seem even more controversial: 
now that the author has been apparently dead (Barthes 1967) to much of the 
literary studies community,1 how is it possible that all it takes to identify him 
or her is frequencies of a few dozen of his or her (and everyone else’s) articles, 
pronouns, prepositions and modals? 
The stylometrist might strive to find less shaky theoretical grounds in two 
fields: in cognitive linguistics and in psychology. The former may help:
… by integrating two, previously unrelated areas of literature, namely Burrows-style 
computational stylistics and Langacker’s Cognitive Grammar. I suggest that this hybrid 
approach can help explain the contribution function words make to authorial style, and 
provide a theoretical connection between literary studies and computational stylistics. 
Cognitive Grammar provides insight into how function words operate in language, and 
their role in shaping style and the perception of style. Cognitive Grammar also points 
to an understanding of function words as part of a communicative strategy that is so-
cially and culturally embedded. It thus goes some way towards closing the interpretive 
gap between raw counts represented in the data and the complexity of language as it is 
used in literary, social and textual contexts. (Connors 2013: 3)
1 For a spirited stylometrist’s response to this issue, cf. Love 2002: 3−7.
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At the close of her text, Connors feels entitled to say:
Cognitive Grammar supports the interpretation of stylistic results in an integrated, 
rhetorically motivated and non-reductive way and supports an engagement with the 
psychological, socio-cultural, and historical elements of the text. The key to this is the 
concept of embodiment and its insistence that language is a product of cognitive phe-
nomena and is both produced and constrained by perceptual systems. Cognitive Gram-
mar can explain the existence of computational results in a way that other accounts of 
language cannot. It offers a rich interpretive model that does not neglect the importance 
of author, reader, or context through its approach to language and literature as an expres-
sion of an innately constrained and embodied human mind. (Connors 2013: 219)
The other source of inspiration is grounded in psychology – and social 
studies. In his influential book The Secret Life of Pronouns: What Our Words 
Say About Us, James Pennebaker presumes to offer a helping hand, and he does 
that by echoing – apparently, quite independently – Burrows’s above-quoted 
argument:
Pronouns, articles, prepositions, and a handful of other small, stealthy words reveal 
parts of your personality, thinking style, emotional state, and connections with oth-
ers. These words, typically called function words, account for less than one-tenth of 
1 percent of your vocabulary but make up almost 60 percent of the words you use. 
Your brain is not wired to notice them but if you pay close attention, you will start to 
see their subtle power. Function words behave differently than you might think. For 
example, the most commonly used word in spoken English, I, is used at far higher rates 
by followers than by leaders, truth-tellers than liars. People who use high rates of arti-
cles – a, an, the – do better in college than low users. And if you want to find your true 
love, compare the ways you use function words with that of your prospective partners. 
(Pennebaker 2011: ix)
It is perhaps not a coincidence that Pennebaker, too, cites cognitive linguist 
George Lakoff as well as computational linguist Douglas Biber. And it is no 
wonder that his book has been quite favourably received by the more stylomet-
rically-minded Digital Humanists, as evidenced by this review in their flagship 
journal, Literary and Linguistic Computing:
The book deserves a review in LLC because it pays attention to linguistic and literary 
interests, and especially because it adds an interpretive dimension to stylometry (the 
study of style using exact techniques), which has been underdeveloped to-date …. As 
readers of this journal know, stylometry has come to focus increasingly on authorship 
attribution as an objective validation of its work, and has come to accept … that func-
tion word distributions are the most interesting indicators of authorship. I will criticize 
Pennebaker a bit later in the text for largely ignoring the stylometric literature, but I will 
focus on what he does contribute, and that is a great deal. (Nerbonne 2014: 140)
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2. The problem
While the prospects for most-frequent-word stylometry’s theoretical back-
ground seem somewhat brighter, there still always seems to be, in this field, 
at least one variable too many. One of these is the issue of comparing results 
between methods, or between results of the same methods for different cor-
pora and/in different languages. It is true that stylometry seems to be working 
across all languages it has been so far tried on and, according to some scholars, 
methods prototyped in one language should work in any other (Juola 2009). 
But other results are less clear: Eder and Rybicki have conducted a cross-lan-
guage study which showed that literary authorship attribution success rates 
vary from language to language and from corpus to corpus, and that there 
is seems to be no golden rule whether more texts or more authors make the 
guessing more or less difficult. And while they tried to blame the worst attri-
bution accuracy rates they obtained in Polish corpora on the highly inflected 
language, the relatively better results for a set of 19th-century Hungarian realist 
novel seemed to disprove this elegant hypothesis (Eder and Rybicki 2013).
This in turn prompted an international group of researchers gathered at Sty-
lometry@Kraków in 2013 to attempt establishing a series of corpora in a number 
of languages that would be based on similar rules of number of authors, number 
of texts per authors, genre and gender, etc. Since the realist novels functions as 
a discernible quality in most European national literatures, prototypes of 100 
texts, with 3 texts per author on the average, were made. But then problems 
appeared: while it was quite easy to achieve the prescribed minimum of 33% 
of women among 19th-century English realist writers, and representative Polish 
literature of the same genre and era could go as high as 50% without respected 
levels of literary quality, or at least of literary celebrity, there simply were not 
enough French female writers to produce a similar balance. This has not been 
the only attempt to compile “comparative” corpora of different literatures. There 
is a report of Richard Forsyth’s attempt to produce an English benchmark corpus 
for exactly the same purpose around 2003; Patrick Juola’s Ad-hoc authorship at-
tribution competition at the ALLC/ACH 2004 conference in Gothenburg was 
another one, and the participants competed in authorial recognition problems 
in several languages (2004); the idea of multilingual benchmarking was further 
developed by Forsyth and Sharoff (2014). Yet neither of these have been able to 
establish a series of sizeable and comparable corpora that would be adopted by 
other scholars to test their ever-emerging new methods of attribution.
Yet even if such benchmark sets of texts were feasible, there is absolutely no 
proof that the arbitrary choice of texts for such a benchmark corpus would not 
bring major individual differences that, in turn, would be constantly distorting 
any comparability between sets of texts derived from what has already been 
described here as a genre and a period common to most European literatures. 
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At a closer look, however, Polish 19th-century realism either goes towards the 
Auerbachian tendency novel or recedes into the post-Romantic historical ro-
mance; its worship of Balzac is Platonic rather than imitative, and it is very 
distant, in its mainstream, from Zola’s naturalism for the simple reason that, 
according to Czesław Miłosz (1983: 290), “Polish theoreticians of prose were 
more fascinated by the artistry of Gustave Flaubert than by that of Zola”. 
No wonder, then, that comparability of such small corpora in different lan-
guages could not be achieved – at least at present. All that is presently feasible 
in terms of the main question of this paper is to expand the corpus of texts in 
a single language by at least one order of magnitude, and to try to obtain more 
cross-validated results for one national literature that would confirm or deny 
the intuitive and the mathematical expectation that, for instance, the less au-
thors there are to guess in an attribution test, the easier it should be; after all, 
this would be the case if the attribution were decided by coin-toss. But then 
studies on smaller corpora sometimes produced results that refused to follow 
the path of the coin-toss, and that includes not only the already-cited Eder and 
Rybicki’s (2013) paper, but also their earlier work (Rybicki and Eder 2011).
It should be stated at this point that this decision has also been influenced 
by the growing tendency in stylometry to expand its corpora. The temptation 
to use quantitative approaches is so great, partly because of stronger statistics, 
partly because electronic texts are simply there, and en masse. Matthew Jock-
ers is perhaps not just deliberately provocative when he writes that “today’s 
literary-historical scholar can no longer risk being just a close reader: the sheer 
quantity of available data makes the traditional practice of close reading un-
tenable as an exhaustive or definitive method of evidence gathering” (Jockers 
2013: 9). And then there is the ultimate reason behind Franco Moretti’s distant 
reading, the need for which is stated simply by British writer Mark Mason:
I turn 40 this year, so if you say I’ve got another 40 left, and I read average two books a 
month (work and parenthood mean it’s well below that at the moment), this will bring 
my final total to 1760. For an activity that I’ve been doing all my life, and hopefully 
always will, that doesn’t seem a very large number. It makes me feel inadequate, frus-
trated that there are so many books I’d like to read but never will. (Mason 2011)
Data from Poland’s publishers paint a similar picture: recently, an average of ca. 
4000 new novels are published in Polish every year; this includes both origi-
nals and translations from other languages (Dobrołęcki 2014). Less than three 
years of this production are enough to fill a human lifetime of reading, which 
becomes exhausted at 10,000 novels, counting half a book a day for sixty years. 
While there are legends about greater reading achievements the real question 
is about how many books can be assimilated and meaningfully analysed as a 
single set by a single traditional literary scholar. Now that literature has gone 
digital in a variety of e-book formats, traditional close reading can be – not 
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superseded, but complemented – by “distant reading:” computer-aided text- 
and data-mining of large quantities of cultural material to observe otherwise 
undiscernible relationships and, perhaps more importantly, to test the existing 
“models” of literature. Starting with the simplest and the most traditional ones: 
that, despite the already-mentioned death of the author, there are peculiarities 
of word usage that allow to see the difference between one cadaver and the next; 
that the works of such cadavers may be grouped into sets such as literary “pe-
riods” or “schools;” that there exist elements of individual cadavers’ output that 
can be explained by their place in time and space; that “canonic” writers set the 
mood, the style, the qualities of their (or later) literary eras; or that translated 
literature shows traces of the original author, of the translator, or of both.
3. Material and method
In view of the above serious problems, the experiment described in this study 
might seem minimalist by contrast. It was conducted on a corpus of a mere 
1000 Polish novels, novellas and short story collections by a mere 250 authors. 
The texts were at least 10,000 words long; this is usually considered the safe 
minimum for the results not to be influenced by such differences in size as 
that between Jacek Dukaj’s Lód and Maria Dąbrowska’s Marcin Kozera (Eder 
2013). While the average number of texts per author was 4, in reality it could 
be anywhere between 2 and 12. The reason for this wide range of values was, 
quite obviously, that there were significant Polish writers who only published 
two books, Bruno Schulz being the case in point; the numbers at the other end 
of the range were reserved to important and prolific writers like Ignacy Krasze-
wski, who only recently lost his long-held world record of novels (232), or 
Henryk Sienkiewicz, the first Polish literary Nobel Prize winner. At the same 
time, single works by authors were eliminated for the obvious reason of there 
being nothing to guess; and the inclusion of Kraszewski’s entire oeuvre would 
dangerously bias the composition of the master wordlist and move the whole 
study towards a differentiation between the author of Stara Baśń and the rest 
of Polish literature – an interesting subject for a separate study, perhaps, but 
something that should be avoided in the present context.
In chronological terms, the earliest work in the corpus was Mikołaja 
Doświadczyńskiego przypadki, the utopian novel by Ignacy Krasicki (1775), 
followed by his other venture into the genre, the physiocratic Pan Podstoli 
(1778−1803). Very typically for the European literature of the period, the next 
author on the list was Anna Mostowska with her four Gothic novels (1806–
1807). The first half of the 19th century is represented by 40 novels and ends 
with Józef “Bolesta” Dzierkowski’s satirical Szpicrut honorowy of 1848. The 
century’s latter half includes as many as 151 novels and begins with one of 
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the multitude of Kraszewski’s historical romances, Kordecki (1850); it includes 
the Great Three of Poland’s realists: Eliza Orzeszkowa, Bolesław Prus, Henryk 
Sienkiewicz; and, at the end, it ushers in a new generation of writers with Ste-
fan Żeromski’s Ludzie bezdomni of 1899. The 20th century opens, somewhat 
inauspiciously, with the graphomaniac Wanda Grot-Bęczkowska-Korotyńska 
and her pretentious Anima vagans (1900). Two world wars, one restoration of 
the country’s independence and one loss of same later, the mid-century ar-
rives with the concentration camp novel by Igor Newerly, Chłopiec z Salskich 
Stepów (1948), which brings the number of novels published until 1950 to 211. 
The following pentadecade opens with perhaps the most troublesome item in 
terms of authorship: a reconstruction of scattered drafts to Maria Dąbrowska’s 
Przygody człowieka myślącego, published by Ewa Korzeniewska in 1970. The 
387 books of the 20th century’s latter half end in as many as 13 published in 
1999 – by authors as different as Maria Józefacka and Andrzej Stasiuk. The first 
thirteen years of the 21st are represented by more than 200 novels; the third 
millennium opens with Jerzy Pilch, Jacek Dukaj and Manuela Gretkowska. 
This is a somewhat lengthy description of the corpus, albeit a necessary one, 
since it illustrates quite well the variety of theme, genre or trend that teems 
within those 239 years of Polish literature, with an average frequency of more 
than 4 books per year. The total size of the corpus was 68,129,241 word-tokens.
Since this paper aimed to confront the above-quoted earlier studies, Eder 
and Rybicki (2013) and Górski et al. (2014), which both used much smaller 
corpora, the method followed here was the one adopted in the earlier study 
and further modified for the latter one. All were based on machine-learning 
classification in which one text by each author became part of a reference set, 
and this was then used by the machine to “learn” the (hopefully) characteristic 
series of most-frequent-word frequencies for each author; all the other texts 
became the test corpus, and their authorship would be guessed by using the 
first 100, 200, 300 … 5000 most frequent words (based on a list established 
for the entire corpus). This would allow to measure the success rate achieved 
in various approaches to the corpus. For each wordlist length value, another 
series of 100 iterations were performed by randomly replacing the “reference” 
texts by a given author with one or another of his or her texts. This 100-fold 
cross-validation was necessary to minimize the risk of accidentally stumbling 
upon a particularly easy or particularly hard attribution case and, multiplied 
by the 10-fold repetition of the results at each of the above wordlist sizes, and 
then multiplied again by the 50 different values of the wordlist length param-
eter, resulted in 50,000 individual analyses performed on the corpus at each 
stage of the experiment.
The main difference from the Górski et al. (2014) study – that is, apart from 
using a much larger corpus – was that since it had established quite clearly that 
the Delta distance measure combined with single-word frequencies was the op-
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timal one – it performed better than combinations of other distance measures 
and word- or part-of-speech n-grams – only unlemmatized words were used. 
It is true that lemmata slightly increased attribution success rate in the earlier 
experiment; yet the smaller corpus used in that study (just ca. 250 novels) made 
it possible to verify by hand the underlying automatic lemmatization; this was 
not an option here with 1000 texts, and the use of unverified automatic POS tag-
ging threatened to introduce too many errors and make the results uncertain. 
As to the reliability of word n-grams in this particular corpus, Figure 1 speaks 
volumes on what happens whenever n is more than 1: single words out-attribute 
word n-grams by a wide margin, and success rate drops with every increase of n 
until, at n = 5 and more, it begins to approach coin-toss precision.
At the beginning of the first experiment of this study, the impact, on autho-
rial attribution success rate, of the number of reference texts, or the number 
of authors to be guessed from the reference set, was measured. At first, this 
task was performed for the entire corpus, so that the reference set included 
a text by each of the 250 authors. Then the number of authors to be guessed 
was decreased by intervals, and only texts by this smaller number of authors 
Figure 1. Attribution success rates for single words and word n-grams (n ranging from 2 to 6) in 
a corpus of 250 authors and 1000 texts
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were attributed until the last one hundredfold iteration at just two authors. The 
results for each number of authors of the corpus were compared both directly 
and by plotting a density function; the latter is a way to show the distribution 
of the particular success rate values. 
The second part of the experiment looked for a similar impact of the num-
ber of texts by a given author in the test set. This was assayed for 2, 3, 4 and 5 
texts by the same author in the test corpus, slightly diminishing the number 
of test texts; as an obvious consequence, the reference became smaller and 
smaller, since there were less authors available with 3 texts in the test corpus 
than those with just 2, and even less authors with 4 texts each, etc. These re-
sults, too, were compared. 
Finally, since the previous part was likely to introduce distortion, the num-
ber of authors in the reference test was limited to those who had at least four 
texts in the test set, and success rates were compared for attribution of one, 
two, three and then four books by each author. The whole procedure was 
conducted using R, the open-source statistical programming environment 
(R Core Team 2014), the stylo package written for this environment (Eder et 
al. 2013), especially its classify function, and several custom-made R scripts 
to cross-validate the results and produce graphs. The distance measure used 
was Burrows Classical Delta as implemented in the package: the value of Delta 
between two texts is obtained as the mean of the absolute differences between 
the z-scores for a set of relative word-frequencies in one text and in the other, 
according to the formula:
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fx(T) = raw frequency of word x in text T; 
μx = mean frequency of word x in a collection of texts; 
σx = standard deviation of frequency of word x.
In an attribution attempt within a corpus, an anonymous text is assumed 
to be authored by an author if the distance from that author’s reference text 
(expressed by the Delta coefficient) is lowest among those from other refer-
ence texts (Burrows 2002). In this case, of course, the experiment used the 
same method on texts of known authorship to measure the rate of attributive 
success.
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4. Results
Figure 2 presents the attribution success rates for the number of authors from 
2 to 10, 15, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250. The plot for each of these indi-
vidual values is represented by a smoothed curve (solid black for two authors 
and, with more authors, moving towards ever lighter grey). As can be seen, 
the obvious has been vindicated and it may be safe to say that, in a corpus of 
this size, a greater number of authors means lower attribution success. This is 
a consistent trend throughout the data, with the single exception of an almost 
axis-length overlap between the curves for five and six authors in the reference 
set. It is worth noting that most of the curves tend to peak somewhere between 
500 and 1000 on the wordlist size scale – which might serve as yet another 
entry into the seemingly never-ending dispute on the preferred parameters in 
most-frequent-words-based authorship attribution.
Figure 2. Attribution success rates for 2−250 authors. Colours become lighter with growing 
number of authors
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The density plot performed for the same series of analyses shows the dis-
tribution of success rate values across the 1000 iterations for every number of 
reference set authors. Figure 3 shows the slow but sure drop in attributive suc-
cess as the number of authors increase, and it slightly modifies the impression 
derived from the previous graph. Namely, the right-most curve for two au-
thors is mainly distributed over the same section of the horizontal axis as is the 
second-form right curve for four authors. If anything, the latter is somewhat 
more reliable, since its distribution has a more consistent peak around 95%, 
while the former shows that it is just as probable to score 96% and 93%, and 
94% and 95% are quite rare. For higher numbers of the reference set authors, 
the peaks extend further and further to the left and into the low attributive 
success territory; at the same time, they rise, showing that they might guess 
with less precision, but when they do, they do so more consistently. As the in-
tervals between the authorial numbers increase (between 20 and 50 authors), 
the distribution curves move even more rapidly to the left, and the score for 
all the authors available for this study, while still much better than chance, can 
hardly be called respectable. The peak for the full corpus (first curve from the 
left) appears near the 60% success rate mark. 
Figure 3. Attribution success rate density for 2−250 authors. Colours become lighter with grow-
ing number of authors
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While the number of texts in the test set diminished proportionally to that 
for the reference set and maintained a fairly stable average 4:1 ratio of texts per 
author, it goes without saying that fluctuations in the number of texts by each 
individual author might be another influence on attribution rate success in 
any study of authorship. In order to see the impact of this factor, the following 
part of the experiment was conducted with two, three, four and five texts per 
author in the test set; possible distortions could be expected due the fact that 
there were naturally less and less authors available with more and more texts. 
In fact, there were 222 authors with just two books or more in the reference 
set; 122 with at least three; 80 with four or more; and just 24 with five. This 
is why the test sets consisted of, respectively, 444, 366, 320 and 120 texts. At-
tributive success was calculated for each of those four groups, and the results 
compared; but the only thing they showed was the expected bias introduced by 
differences in reference set size (Figure 4). Figure 5, in turn, shows not only a 
general drop in attributive success but also a gradual decrease in predictability 
of results, as the curves for the four cases become wider and wider with the 
rising number of author.
Figure 4. Attribution success rates for authors with 2, 3, 4 and 5 texts in the test set
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The final experiment in the series was one in which a relatively low number 
of reference set authors, 80, was tested against one text by each author in the 
test set; then against two texts, three, and four. The benefit was that there was 
no external distortion; the downside, that the test could only be performed 
on 80 rather than 250 authors, thus ignoring a part of the material available 
and significantly worsening the statistics. Uncharacteristically, Figure 6 al-
lows some hope that even such a small sample is believable. Differences in 
attribution success are small between the four sets, but the bias for better at-
tribution with more texts is there: these differences are statistically significant 
between the four series of results according to Student’s t-test at a fairly low 
(but acceptable) confidence level of 90%; some, in fact, attain a confidence 
level of 95%. One might say that, at least in this context, every additional book 
in the test corpus is a chance to make another good guess rather than to err 
(Figures 6 and 7).
Figure 5. Attribution success rate density for authors with 2, 3, 4 and 5 texts in the test set
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Figure 6. Attribution success rate for authors with 1, 2, 3 and 4 texts in the test set
5. Discussion
The results of this experiment are an addition and a certain modification of the 
results of the 2013 experiment by Eder and Rybicki, where some of the corpora 
refused to follow the simple rule: more authors, less successful attribution. In 
Eder and Rybicki, less authors made the results worse for German and Italian 
novels; the other corpora tested in that study, including Polish novels, behaved 
more predictably. And while this should now be tested on bigger corpora in 
other languages (especially those in German and Italian), it is to be expected 
that the greater number of texts simply should strengthen the statistics.
Interestingly, the results in this study for a comparable number of authors 
were significantly better than those obtained in 2013, and this might be at-
tributed to improved algorithms used in the package. On that same note, one 
should also observe that there was an approximate agreement between the 
success rates for the comparable 57-author corpus in the Górski et al. (2014) 
experiment and for 50 authors in this experiment: both scored ca. 80%. 
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Once again: while this is still less than success rates in other languages, it 
is better than the result obtained for Polish by Eder and Rybicki (2013). One 
reason has already been given above, and another is that the 2013 study relied 
on a corpus dominated by 19th century novelists such as Orzeszkowa, Prus or 
Sienkiewicz; despite any personal animosities and rivalries that might have 
existed between the three, they all hailed from the same impoverished edu-
cated gentry class and they were all submerged in the same fate of a stateless 
nation – hence their similar interests and preoccupations, but also, perhaps, 
literary idiom. Such a corpus might simply have been more difficult to attrib-
ute than those of more fortunate, or more varied, literary cultures. It is true 
that once the corpus was made more representative, its authorship attribu-
tion success rates (almost) reached the “European” standard. This seems to be 
a direct vindication of another uncomfortable truth about literary authorship 
attribution: the additional variable of the literary and cultural history behind 
its components is a serious if very vague factor. The only consolation is that 
all that – the classifications, the periodizations and the intertextualities estab-
lished by traditional literary scholarship through the ages – constitutes the sole 
Figure 7. Attribution success rate density for authors with 1, 2, 3 and 4 texts in the test set
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possible theoretical point of reference, the sole possible point of comparison 
for experimental and quantitative studies of the same material. Experimental 
stylometrists do not have their theoretical stylometrists as experimental physi-
cists have their theorists, since, as has been stated above, the exact mechanism 
behind word-frequency-based authorship attribution remains unknown. And 
the mechanism is quite exact: adding more books to a corpus for attribution 
improves attribution – this is very good proof that the method works – some-
how. So while there is still no hard theoretical basis for using a bag-of-words 
model and, more precisely, the frequencies of the most-frequent-words as the 
deciding feature – apart from the premises mentioned in the introduction to 
this paper – empirical evidence is plentiful and cannot be ignored.
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